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WORKSHEET S-2 - PART I SKILLED NURSING FACILITY AND SKILLED
NURSING FACILITY HEALTH CARE COMPLEX IDENTIFICATION DATA

The information required on this worksheet is needed to properly identify the provider.
Lines 1 and 2.--Enter the address of the skilled nursing facility.
Line 3.--Indicate your county in column 1. Enter in column 2 the Core Based Statistical Area
(CBSA) code. Enter in column 3, a “U” or “R” designating urban or rural.
Lines 4 through 12.--On the appropriate lines and columns indicated, enter the names, provider
identification numbers, and certification dates of the SNF and its various components, if any. For
each health care program, indicate the payment system applicable to the SNF and its various
components by entering "P" (prospective payment system), "O" (indicating cost reimbursement),
or "N" (for not applicable) respectively.
Line 4.--This is an institution that meets the requirements set forth in 42 CFR section 483.5 that
has been issued a separate CCN indicating that it meets the requirements of §1819 of the Social
Security Act. SNF cost reports, reimbursed under title XVIII must use the Prospective Payment
System.
Line 5.--This is an institution or distinct part of an institution that meets the requirements set forth
in 42 CFR 483.5 that has been issued a separate identification number indicating that it meets the
requirements of §1919 of the Social Security Act.
Line 6.--This is an institution or distinct part of an institution that meets the requirements set forth
in 42 CFR 440.155 that has been issued a separate identification number indicating that it meets
the requirements of §1905 of the Social Security Act.
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Line 7.--This is a SNF-based HHA that has been issued a CCN and which meets the requirements
of §§1861(o) and 1891 of the Act. If you have more than one SNF-based HHA, subscript this line
and report the required information for each HHA.
Lines 8.--This is a SNF-based RHC that meets the requirements of §1861(aa) of the Act.
Lines 9.--This is a SNF-based FQHC that meets the requirements of §1861(aa) of the Act. If this
is a SNF-based FQHC filing a consolidated cost report only the primary FQHC is reported here.
Effective for cost reporting periods beginning on and after October 1, 2014 do not complete this
line. SNF-based FQHCs must complete a free standing FQHC cost report Form CMS-224-14.
Line 10.--This is a SNF-based community mental health center that has been issued a separate
identification number. See § 1861(ff) of the Social Security Act.
Line 11.--This is any other SNF-based facility not listed above. The beds in this unit are not
certified for titles V, XVIII, or XIX.
Line 12.--This is a SNF-based Hospice that meets the requirements of §1861(dd) of the Social
Security Act.
Line 13.--For any component type not identified on lines 4 through 12, enter the required
information in the appropriate column. Subscript this line accordingly to accommodate multiple
SNF-based CORFs (lines 13.00-13.09), OPTs (lines 13.10-13.19), OOTs (lines 13.20-13.29) and
OSPs (lines 13.30-13.39).
Line 14.--Enter the inclusive dates covered by this cost report. In accordance with 42 CFR
413.24(f), you are required to submit periodic reports of operations which generally cover a
consecutive 12-month period of operations. (See §§102.1 - 102.3 for situations when you may file
a short period cost report.)
Cost reports are due on or before the last day of the fifth month following the close of the period
covered by the report. The ONLY provision for an extension of the cost report due date is
identified in 42 CFR 413.24(f) (2) (ii).
When you voluntarily or involuntarily cease to participate in the health insurance program or
experience a change of ownership, a cost report is due no later than 150 days following the
effective date of the termination of your agreement or change of ownership.
Line 15.--Enter in column 1, a number from the list below which indicates the type of ownership
or auspices under which the SNF is conducted.
1 = Voluntary Nonprofit, Church
2 = Voluntary Nonprofit, Other *
3 = Proprietary, Individual
4 = Proprietary, Corporation
5 = Proprietary, Partnership
6 = Proprietary, Other *
7 = Governmental, Federal

8 = Governmental, City-County
9 = Governmental, County
10 = Governmental, State
11 = Governmental, Hospital District
12 = Governmental, City
13 = Governmental, Other *

* Where an "other" item is selected, please specify in column 2.
Lines 16 through 18.--These lines provide for furnishing certain information concerning the
provider. All applicable items must be completed.
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Line 19.--If this is a low Medicare utilization cost report, indicate with a "Y", for yes, or "N" for
No.
Line 19.01.--If line 19 is yes, does this cost report meet your contractor’s criteria for filing a low
Medicare utilization cost report, indicate with a "Y", for yes, or "N" for No.
Lines 20 through 23.--These lines provide for furnishing certain information concerning
depreciation. All applicable items must be completed. (See CMS Pub. 15-1, Chapter 1, regarding
depreciation).
Lines 20, 21, and 22.--Indicate, on the appropriate lines, the amount of depreciation claimed under
each method of depreciation used by the SNF during the cost reporting period.
Line 23.--The total depreciation shown on this line may not equal the amount shown on lines 1
and/or 2 on the Trial Balance of Expenses Worksheet, but represents the amount of depreciation
included in costs on Worksheet A, column 7.
Lines 25 through 28.--Indicate a "Yes" or "No" answer to each question on these lines.
Lines 29 through 36.--Indicate for each component the type of service that qualifies for exemption
from the application of the lesser of cost or charge (LCC) (see 42 CFR 413.13).
Line 37.--Indicate whether the provider is licensed in a State that certifies the provider as an SNF
as described on line 4 above, regardless of the level of care given for Titles V and XIX patients.
Line 38.--Malpractice insurance, sometimes referred to as professional liability insurance, is
insurance purchased by physicians and SNF’s to cover the cost of being sued for malpractice.
Line 39.--A claims-made insurance policy covers claims first made (reported or filed) during the
year the policy is in force for any incidents that occur that year or during any previous period
during which the insured was covered under a "claims-made" contract. The Occurrence policy
covers an incident occurring while the policy is in force regardless of when the claim arising out
of that incident is filed. If the policy is claims-made, enter 1. If the policy is occurrence, enter 2.
Line 40.--Removed and reserved.
Line 41.--List the total amount of malpractice premiums paid, (column 1) the total amount of paid
losses, (column 2), and the total amount of self-insurance, (column 3) allocated in this fiscal year.
Line 42.--Indicate if malpractice premiums and paid losses are reported in other than the
Administrative and General cost center. If yes, provide a supporting schedule and list the amounts
applicable to each cost center.
Malpractice insurance premiums are money paid by the provider to a commercial insurer to protect
the provider against potential negligence claims made by their patients/clients. Malpractice paid
losses is money paid by the healthcare provider to compensate a patient/client for professional
negligence. Malpractice self-insurance is money paid by the provider where the healthcare
provider acts as its own insurance company (either as a sole or part-owner) to financially protect
itself against professional negligence – often providers will manage their own funds or purchase a
policy referred to as captive insurance, that provides providers with excess protection that may be
unavailable or cost-prohibitive at the primary level.
Line 43.--Are there any home office costs as defined in CMS Pub. 15-1, Chapter 10? Enter “Y”
for yes, or “N” for no, in column 1
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Line 44.--If line 43 is yes, enter the home office chain number and enter the name and address of
the home office on lines 45, 46 and 47.
Line 45, columns 1, 2 and 3.--Enter the name of the home office in column 1, and enter the name
of the contractor of the home office in column 2. Enter the contractor number in column 3.
Line 46, columns 1 and 2.--Enter the street address in column 1, or the post office box number in
column 2.
Line 47, columns 1, 2 and 3.--Enter the city, State and zip code in columns 1, 2, and 3.
4104.1 Part II - Skilled Nursing Facility and Skilled Nursing Facility Health Care Complex
Reimbursement Questionnaire.-- The information required on Part II of this worksheet (formerly
Form CMS-339) must be completed by all providers submitting cost reports to the Medicare
contractor under Title XVIII of the Social Security Act (hereafter referred to as “The Act”). Its
purpose is to assist you in preparing an acceptable cost report, to minimize the need for direct
contact between you and your contractor, and to expedite review and settlement of the cost report.
It is designed to answer pertinent questions about key reimbursement concepts displayed in the
cost report and to gather information necessary to support certain financial and statistical entries
on the cost report. The questionnaire is a tool used in arriving at a prompt and equitable settlement
of your cost report.
Where the instructions for this worksheet direct you to submit documentation/information, mail or
otherwise transmit to the contractor immediately, after submission of the ECR. The contractor has
the right under §§1815(a) and 1883(e) of the Act to request any missing documentation required
to complete the desk review.
To the degree that the information in the questionnaire constitutes commercial or financial
information which is confidential and/or is of a highly sensitive personal nature, the information
will be protected from release under the Freedom of Information Act. If there is any question
about releasing information, the contractor should consult with the CMS Regional Office.
NOTE: The responses on all lines are Yes or No unless otherwise indicated. If in accordance
with the following instructions, you are requested to submit documentation, indicate the
line number for each set of documents you submit.
Line Descriptions
Lines 1 through 18 are required to be completed by all Skilled Nursing Facilities.
Line 1.--Indicate whether the provider has changed ownership. Enter “Y” for yes or “N” for no in
column 1. If column 1 is “Y”, enter the date the change of ownership occurred in column 2. Also,
submit the name and address of the new owner and a copy of the sales agreement with the cost
report.
Line 2.--Indicate whether the provider has terminated participation in the Medicare program. Enter
“Y” for yes or “N” for no in column 1. If column 1 is “Y”, enter the date of termination in column
2, and “V” for voluntary or “I” for involuntary in column 3.
Line 3.--Indicate whether the provider is involved in business transactions, including management
contracts, with individuals or entities (e.g., chain home offices, drug or medical supply companies)
that are related to the provider or its officers, medical staff, management personnel, or members
of the board of directors through ownership, control, or family and other similar relationships.
Enter “Y” for yes or “N” for no in column 1. If column 1 is “Y”, submit a list of the individuals,
the organizations involved, and a description of the transactions with the cost report.
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